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I am now half way through 
my first year as RSR President.  
Previously serving on the 
Board and as VP you would 
think that the duties would 
not change that much as the 
President. Well not really.  
There are some defined 
differences between the 
positions.  Like the boys in 
the White House, the VP only 
hangs around until the Pres 

needs him, and as a Board Member you participate equally 
with the rest of the Board to make the decisions on behalf 
of the Club.  But like the head “Bus Driver” in Washington, 
if you have the position, you’re responsible for what you’ve 
been elected to oversee.  Good results and bad.  Sure it is 
a little different when your constituency is 230 members of 
which only 1/3 regularly participate. But by nature I tend to 
take things too seriously, perhaps not in proportion to the 
required response.  Those who know me get to see some 
of my inherited stubbornness. That stubbornness drives my 
commitment to see my term as President be a successful 
one.  I think as an organization of enthusiasts we can do 
a better job of participating in everything the Rally Sport 
Region stands for.       
 Every event and membership meeting this year had new 
faces and many were referred to us by other RSR members. 
Credit also has to go to this excellently produced newsletter 
for catching the eye of potential future members.  Thanks 
goes out to Mike O’Rear for getting them distributed to the 
dealerships and repair facilities. The point of this preamble 
is to ask some of the members that have not been too 
involved with the club in the past to find some time to 
participate in some way this year. Participation can be as 
simple as coming to a membership meeting or attending 
a social drive. With two more Drivers’ Education events 
left this season it may be difficult for some to decide to 
drive in the events, but everyone is always welcome to be 
an observer at the track. Besides the fact that it is always 
a great time at our gatherings, by attending you will also 
foster some great appreciation from the hosts who put so 
much effort into organizing the events.  Simply put, the 
host is rewarded for the expended effort by the turnout 
of the membership to enjoy their event.  Participation can 
be in the form of contributing content to the newsletter 
or even giving our Webmaster a picture of your car for our 

website if yours is not up there yet. Translate the above 
and it renders down to the fact I truly want to see the 
club prosper, grow and continue to be a terrific venue for 
Porschephiles!
 This may be a bit in advance but with all the electronic 
time management on your new phone, here is the best 
“Save the Date” of the year.  December 8th will be the 
RSR Jingle Bell Bash at St. John’s in Plymouth.  Though this 
event is our Holiday Party, it will also be the DE Wrap Up 
Party and most importantly our Charter Member Party. 
RSR turned sweet 16 this year and this get together will 
be a great opportunity to acknowledge those who broke 
away and started this wonderful organization.  Thanks 
to the early advance work of the event co-hosts, Dianne 
Kimber and RSR First Lady (and mine) Lynda Mammel, the 
room has been reserved while there was availability to 
choose a suitable date and the optimum room.  Besides the 
fabulous facility and food there will be entertainment and 
an Automotive Journalist who will confirm what we already 
know, writing about cars for a living gives you a stack of 
stories for your next beer night.
 Now, comments on a couple of events since the last 
edition.  The trip to Mike Kleeve’s Automobile Metal 
Shaping achieved the desired result. Everyone who 
attended was in shock and awe over the body Mike and 
his crew perfected onto the 1939 Bugatti Type 64 chassis. 
The tour started with Mike describing the process used 
to create the body buck and body as they sat proudly on 
his large surface plates.  Moving through the shop in an 
impromptu tour, the attendees were treated to other 
spectacular metal work as well as demonstrations of the 
specific metal shaping machines that assist these artisans 
in creating the automotive masterpieces.  Mike was 
very generous with his time, answering every question 
and responding with real life demos to support his 
explanations.  All this while his shop is basically under 
siege!  With last minute design changes delaying progress, 
the Team at AMS has just 4 weeks left to complete the car 
and present it at The Quail as part of the Monterey/Pebble 
Beach Week.  There were a lot of photos taken and there 
will be a comprehensive article written on this event later 
in the year, as well as a full photo layout on the website. 
We were asked that the unveiling of these photos be held 
back until the public and media reveal of the car.  In case 
the above was not enough to show that Mike and wife 
Connie are a class act, they also did a drawing for a bottle 
of wine which Joanne Ash happily won.    

Traction Control
 By Rick Mammel, RSR President
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 Summer does not start until you have attended Ann 
Arbor’s Rolling Sculpture Car Show. All of the downtown 
streets are lined on both sides with every make of car 
imaginable, some original, some restored and some down 
right tatty. Jim Dowty arranged a location for members to 
meet so we could enter together. After a few issues the 
group was finally able to park together.  I was fortunate 

to have the turbo included as part of Tim Pott’s Rennsatt 
Racing’s display.  As good as the 993 looked, it was 
completely outscored by Kathy O’Rear’s Red 356. The 
crowds were in awe of it and the little coupe specifically 
attracted the female participants with that red paint and 
curvaceous lines.   

The	  RSR	  Woodward	  Dream	  Cruise	  
Party	  will	  be	  held	  at	  the	  Fox	  Grill	  
in	  Bloomfield	  Hills,	  on	  Woodward	  
Ave.	  at	  Long	  Lake.	  They	  have	  
offered	  to	  close	  their	   front	  parking	  
lot	  to	  allow	  our	  members	  to	  
display	  their	  cars	  and	  kindly	  
offered	  their	   front	  patio	  for	  
our	  members.	   It	  overlooks	  our	  cars	  and	  provides	  a	  perfect	  view	  of	  
Woodward.	  Meals	  and	  beverages	  will	  be	  off	  the	  standard	  menu,	  no	  
abbreviated	  Dream	  Cruise	  menu	  for	  us	  !!!	  	  	  This	   is	  a	  fabulous	  venue	  
which	   is	  easy	  to	  access	  without	  enduring	  the	  Woodward	  traffic.	  

For	  the	  purposes	  of	  planning	  please	  RSVP	  to	  	  Rick	  Mammel	  at	  
metalworks@ameritech.net	  by	  August	  10th	  -‐-‐	  "ASAP"	   if	  you	  wish	  
to	  display	  your	  car	   in	  one	  of	  the	   limited	  number	  of	  parking	  spots	  
facing	  Woodward.	  

While	  there	   is	  no	  exact	  start	  time	  
we	  expect	  most	  will	  arrive	  at	  5:00	  
or	   later	  and	  the	  event	  will	  go	   into	  
the	  evening	  hours.	  Parking	  for	  the	  
display	  vehicles	  will	  certainly	  
require	  a	  more	  specific	  timetable	  
which	  will	  be	  communicated	  as	  
details	  are	  available.
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August 4 (Sat.):  Irish Hills/Lakes + MIS Tour -- hosted 
by Dave & Norah Cooper (see facing page)

August 7 (Tues.):  RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth

August 17 (Fri.):  Friday Dream Cruise at the Fox Grill on 
Woodward Avenue in Bloomfield Hills  (see page 5)

August 21 (Tues.):  RSR Drivers’ Education -- Waterford 
Hills

August 28 (Tues.):  Figure 8 Racing, Chelsea, MI -- 
hosted by Jim Dowty

September 11 (Tues.) (tentatively):  RSR Club Meeting 
7:00 PM -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth

September 25 (Tues.):  RSR Drivers’ Education -- Water-
ford Hills

October 2 (Tues.):  RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth

October 13 (Sat.):  RSR Fall Color Tour -- Hosted by 
Stewart and Sally Free

December 8 (Sat):  RSR Holiday/DE Wrap-up/Charter 
Member Party -- St. John’s Inn, Plymouth, MI

RSR Calendar of Events

Free Name Badges
Attention New Members!!  Attend a Rally Sport Region Event and you are 
eligible to receive club name badges 
for you and your associate member.  If 
you’ve attended an event but not re-
ceived your badges contact Glenn Trapp 
at gtrapper@gmail.com

First
Last
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Date/Time:  Saturday, Aug. 4th – 9:30 AM (Rain or Shine) 
 

Hosts:  Dave & Norah Cooper 
 

Start/End Location:  Meijer Parking Lot, Sect. M, Ann Arbor – Saline Rd., Ann 
Arbor (Exit 175 on I-94) 
 

Attire:  Beach-wear, Swim-wear, Hawaiian Shirt, Speedo, Bikini, etc! 
 

Route:  We’ll pass by several Irish Hills lakes - then head through the tunnel onto 
Michigan Int’l Speedway ($5 cash fee/car) for several laps, followed by lunch ($13 
each cash only) at the famous Beach Bar on Clark Lake. 
 

RSVP:  Appreciated for a head count to davecarrera4@gmail.com 
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Email:  tcpott@gmail.com

Now Located At:
ArborMotion
669 State Circle
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
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Current Membership 229

Member Anniversaries

Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms 
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org.  Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA 
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. .

Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834 
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing.  If you have questions or need additional information please contact  Glenn (810-227-
7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com). 

Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members.  Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.

Address Changes: If  you  change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
 Vu Nguyen
 PO Box 6400
 Columbia, MD 21046
and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama 
and The Bahn Stormer.

*  Please take note:  Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with 
PCA national.

Membership

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America

New Members
Jesse Beeker
Novi, MI
1992 Black 911

Eric Garcia
Ypsilanti, MI
1987 Gray 944

Andy Sasyk ....................27
Robert Smith ................16
Doug Ash ......................14
Greg Peet ......................14
James Reynolds ............12
Thomas Collet ...............11
Kelly Roberts .................11
Wayne Walter ...............10
Norm Betts ....................  9

Martin Berthiaume ........  6
Mike Stanton .................  5
Matthew Hansen ...........  4
Ian Diaz ..........................  3
Paul Fox .........................  1
Steve Fox .......................  1
Ben Ludy ........................  1
Wes Nardoni ..................  1
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Rolling Sculpture Car Show
Story and photos by Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear 

On Friday, July 13th, Ann Arbor held its 17th (I think) an-
nual Rolling Sculpture Car Show.  As always it was a unique 
event with hobby cars of most every description.  This year 
several Rally Sport members displayed their cars in the 
show.
 Jim Dowty, and Burghard Linn brought their classic 911s, 
Dave Bates his uniquely painted 944 Turbo track car, Rich 
Chang his 964 Turbo and Jon Heidorn his 996-911 Cabriolet 
(originally owned by author John Grisham and pictured on 
this month’s cover).

 Separately, at Tim Pott’s Rennstatt Racing /ArborMotion 
display of seven cars, Mike O’Rear brought his wife’s 356C 
coupe, Rick Mammel his  993 Turbo RS, Tom Kruger his 
914-6, Al Wright his Boxster S and Jeremy Goddard his rare 
AC Ace/Bristol.  The crowd was happy polite and respectful 
of all of the cars on display.

Because we’re opportunists we encouraged anyone who 
was not a member, but admited ownership of a Porsche, to 
consider joining RSR, and we believe that at least a couple 
of people will take us up on our offer.

Burghard Linn’s 911 catches the eye of an admiring 
photographer

David Bates’ 944 Turbo’s unique 
paint scheme was a hit.           -->

Jim Dowty’s 911 Cabriolet --> 
was black perfection.

Renstatt Racing/ArborMotion’s car display is primped and ready for 
the show.

Kathy O’Rear’s 356C, “Rosie.”
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Strut Tower Brace -- Does It Just Seem Faster?
By Frank Burger,  RSR Member and Unofficial Test Engineer

Does a torsion bar 911 need a strut tower brace?

 This is a question that has intrigued me since I 
bought my 1988 911 some 6 years ago.  According 
to the modern day oracle of the internet, as well as 
some respected 911 books, the difference is noth-
ing short of amazing.  According to some critical 
thinking, if the metal that makes up the strut tow-
ers moved around enough to make a big difference, 
it ought to fatigue and crack.  My car did not exhibit 
any such cracks despite having 140,000 miles on 
the odometer.
 For any question on chassis structure, first 
comes a quick estimate of the loads involved.  The 
front axle of a 911 carries around 1000 lbs, and a 
well set up car can achieve lateral accelerations of 
up to 1 g on street tires.  Assuming the outer front 
tire carries 100% of the load, that’s 1000 lbs of lat-
eral force at the tire patch.  The strut has two spots 
for resisting this load – the lower ball joint, approximately 
150mm above ground, and the upper strut mount, ap-
proximately 550mm above the lower ball joint.  For some 
reason I still remember how to draw free body diagrams, 
and armed with this I calculated a force at the strut upper 
mount of 272 lb, pushing outboard, for this scenario.  It 
didn’t seem that high of a load, and the tower feels sub-
stantial to the human hand.
 With a long-ago background as a test engineer, and a 
strange need for tinkering most normal people find incom-
prehensible yet amusing, I decided more objective data 
was required.  While the actual loads and deflections that 
occur during driving are rather more complex, it seemed 
just pushing on the tower sideways and measuring the 
deflection would make any flimsiness “inherently obvious 
to the casual observer,” to quote a Physics textbook I once 
had to read.  (For the record, whatever this quote was re-
ferring to, I have forgotten, but I distinctly recall that it was 
anything but obvious to me)
 Using a bathroom scale as a load transducer, and a 
genuine Harbor Freight dial indicator as a measurement 
device, I plotted the deflection of the strut tower and strut 
itself relative to the top of the trunk floor in response to 
applied lateral loading.  Due to structural limitations of the 
lumber rack used to support the bathroom scale, the ap-
plied load  did not exceed 200 lbs.

 Two things became clear.  First, the rubber upper strut 
mount was softer than the strut tower itself – a not entirely 
unexpected result considering it is made from rubber, and 
not steel.  And second, reports of the strut tower’s flimsi-
ness were rather exaggerated.  
 Maximum deflection at 200 lb side load was just 0.4 
mm.  For the 1g cornering scenario previously discussed, 
that’s just 0.55 mm.  And even allowing for a dynamic 
event that doubles this load, it is just 1.1mm.  Considering 
the 550mm strut length, that is a camber change of 0.1 
degree.  A strut brace would spread the load over two strut 
towers, so the camber change would presumably be 0.05 
degrees.  I was reasonably certain that I would never be a 
good enough driver to feel a 0.05 degree camber change.  
(For more data see chart at the end of this article.)
 A few years later, and a few tools (including a welder) 
richer, I decided to give the matter one last go and get a 
little closer to reality.  The welder made fabrication of a 
strut tower brace an inexpensive proposition.  In order to 
gather some data, the brace got a provision for a “scraper” 
that would scratch along the brace if one end of the brace 
was disconnected.   
 The picture on page 23 shows that a 30 minute session 
at Grattan resulted in an approximately 1.5mm change 
in distance between the two strut towers (the brace was 
loosened and rotated to turn the scratched spot towards 
the camera).  Clearly there is not a lot of deflection going 

(Continued on Page 23)
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Rally Sports Region’s third Drivers’ Education event was 
held on Tuesday, July 24.  This was the second Beginners’ 
Day of the year and resulted in another well attended and 
successful event.  
 Thirty-seven students and twenty-three instructors were 
on hand for a warm, and rain-free day of track driving.  
ArborMotion/Rennstatt Racing again provided snacks and 
hydration drinks.  Track Chairperson, Christian Maloof man-
aged a safe day of enthusiastic driving.  

 As hoped, this second Beginners’ Day brought out mem-
bers who are just setting out on this addictive hobby of 
learning what their Porsche or other car can do.  Thanks to 
all the usual suspects who make successful Drivers’ Educa-
tion events possible.

Waterford Drivers’ Education
By Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear with photos by Burgand Linn & Mike O’Rear

Jim Thorton took a Beginners’ Day opportunity to try his pristine 1985 
911 on the track.

New member Steve Mortenson and son Jake couldn’t resist 
coming out to see what this DE stuff is all about.  They are 
admiring Track Registrar Tom Krueger’s Ariel Atom -- a killer 
track machine.

Past President Pat Jeski does a final check of safety compli-
ance before the Beginners’ group heads out on the track.

Len Vander Jagt entertains and informs a rapt audience of begin-
ner and intermediate students on how to drive faster and safer on 
the Waterford track (and by the way, on the street).
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Christian Maloof brought his full pit crew to Waterford, in matching uniforms no 
less.

RSR member Chuck Price left his Porsche at home and instead showed up 
with his Vintage Racing 1959 MGA (at top) -- a loud look at the past.

RSR member and occasional DEer Puneet Manchanda came 
to exercise his 2007 Porsche Cayman

PaintProtection Plus at Concours d’Elegance at St. Johns

Bahn Stormer advertiser Larry Millen of Paint Protec-
tion Plus (ad on page 19) will be doing “CLEAR AUTO 
BRA” installation demos at this year’s Concours 
d’Elegance located at the Inn at St. Johns in Plym-

outh, Michigan (Sunday, July 29, 10-4).  This is your 
chance to find out everything you ever wanted to 
know about 3M Paint Protection Film and the skill of 
Larry Millen, a 3M Certified Installer.

Track Chairperson and Chief Instructor 
Christian Mallof introduces the Instruc-
tors.

<-- RSR Board 
Member Jim Dowty 
exercises his 1983 
911 SC
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(Boxster -- from Page 23)

(Continued on Page 27)
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When you think about books on Porsche it probably brings 
to mind grainy black and white pictures from the Porsche 
archives coupled with high gloss artistic shots and pages 
upon pages of facts and stories. Well, Dieter Landenberger 
(head of Porsche’s archives) does just that and more in his 
latest book, Porsche Sounds.
 Published by earBooks and available on Amazon or 
David Bull Publishing Porsche Sounds combines over 200 
exquisitely designed and produced pages of information, 
pictures and stories from the Porsche archives with three 
CDs.
Porsche Sounds CD1 Technology
Two of the CDs contain compilations of driving music 
featuring everything from Deep Purple’s “Rapture of the 
Deep” to Mozart’s “Flötenkonzert”. However it’s the other 
disk, CD1 Technology that will interest most Porsche fans. 
Featuring exhaust notes from 30 different Porsches, these 
high quality recordings will transport you track-side as 
these Porsches roar past you in your living room.  Turn up 
the volume and enjoy! 

One of the many benefits of publishing PorschePurist is 
that we sometimes get a first look at various Porsche relat-
ed products.  A few weeks ago, Griot’s Garage (a Porsche-
Purist sponsor at the time) sent us a bottle of their new 
Heavy Duty Wheel Cleaner to try out prior to it hitting the 
market. While we were happy to try it, the weather wasn’t 
very cooperative and then once it was, we procrastinated a 
bit.  I mean let’s face it, for most of us, cleaning the wheels 
on our Porsches just isn’t that much fun. It’s necessary. It 
can be satisfying if they’re especially dirty, but fun?  Nope! 
The good news is, with this new Griot’s product it just got a 
whole lot easier.

Review of Griot’s Garage Heavy Duty Wheel Cleaner
We’ve tried a number of different wheel cleaners over the 
years and spent considerable time and money doing so. 
When we received the Heavy-Duty Wheel Cleaner from 
Griot’s, I was interested, but didn’t expect much. After all, 
it’s just a wheel cleaner, right?

The Test
We had about 3 weeks of rain here at the lake, so the 993 
hadn’t seen any real use for close to a month.  Once the 
weather finally cleared John and I went for a number of 
“spirited” drives along the coast of Maine enjoying the 
993 and the scenery.  500 miles of hard braking later, we 
had built up quite a coating of brake dust on our 18” Turbo 
Twists. While the picture above doesn’t really capture it, 

A New Book Worth 
Listening To

Courtesy of The Porsche Purist at  http://993c4s.com/

How to Easily Clean the 
Wheels on Your Porsche

Courtesy of The Porsche Purist at  http://993c4s.com/

(Continued on Page 26)
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Horsepower is Back

How much horsepower does your car have?  If it isn’t 
substantially more than 400 you must be driving an 
economy car or something ancient.   Autoweek recently 
reported that eighteen brands sell vehicles with more 
than 500 horsepower and thirteen of those cars exceed 
600 horsepower.  Mercedes has a dozen models in the 
500 horsepower club.  Lamborghini and Ferrari have 700 
horsepower cars and Porsche will soon join them with the 
918 Spyder hybrid.  Of course we all know about the 1,200 
horsepower Bugatti,  but did you know about the 1,000 
horsepower Shelby Mustang?
 These horsepower numbers are amazing when 
you consider that these cars meet current emissions 
regulations and a few even manage to beat the gas guzzler 
tax.   We now commonly see street driven cars that exceed 
the horsepower of current race cars.  One case in point was 
the 636 horsepower Corvette ZR1 that was the pace car at 
the most recent Indy 500 in front of a field of cars limited 
to 550 horsepower by regulation.
 The old formula for high horsepower was large 
displacement, high compression, and radical valve timing.   
The new formula for horsepower involves computers, 
turbochargers and variable valve timing.  Soon, that 
formula will include supplemental electric motors that add 
hundreds of horsepower to the platform at low speeds to 
augment the lack of torque produced by the traditional 
combustion engine.  The day is not far off when the electric 
motor will be the prime engine to move the car and the 
combustion engine simply drives the electric generator, as 
in the Fisker and Chevy Volt.
 But rather than wallow in horsepower envy let us 
consider how we really use the power we have.   Most 
manufacturers will publish a graph that depicts the delivery 
of torque and horsepower over the operating range of 
rpm for a motor.   The lines on the graph usually resemble 
a very steep mountain for horsepower and a much more 
rounded hill for torque.  There are several important 
observations to be made about these lines.   How steep 
the line is and the rpm number that is the peak of the 
mountain will give you a very good idea of how that 
horsepower will feel to you when you mash the accelerator 
pedal.   Look very closely at the peak rpm and you may 
notice that horsepower drops off sharply well before the 
red line limit of rpm.

 Unless you are driving an electric motor car, the 
horsepower and torque of gas combustion motors is rather 
mild at low rpm.   In fact almost all motors are rather 
equal at low rpm.   If anything, a motor that makes a large 
amount of horsepower with small engine displacement 
and high rpm will be at a disadvantage over a motor 
that is designed for moderate horsepower delivered at a 
moderate rpm.  I have looked at a large number of power 
curves and noted that below 2,000 rpm the high output 
motor is actually producing the same power numbers 
as the standard family sedan.   This can be observed on 
any given day as the family minivan rockets away from a 
stoplight leaving every other car in the dust.
 Not to say that we don’t need 500 horsepower 
Porsches, but how many of us actually make use of that 
power?   Depending on how steep that power curve was, 
unless you are prepared to drive around town in first or 
second gear with the motor screaming away, you are 
using less than one third of the potential power of your 
motor.  Unless you are a serious track day devotee you 
have probably never experienced using all of the power 
engineered into your car.  
 The other rather obvious limiting factor of using all the 
available power is traction, specifically putting power to 
the ground through the tires.   Car designers face a serious 
compromise between the power the engine engineer can 
deliver and the size of tire the design engineer can fit under 
the fenders.  Some advantage in contact patch can be 
achieved through tire diameter which had led to the almost 
wagon wheel dimension of 20 inch diameter tires on most 
performance cars.  Even that is not enough and the traction 
control computer has become essential even in daily 
driving.   If you own a high horsepower car be prepared to 
replace those high priced tires frequently.
 Will the search for even higher horsepower ever end?  
The demand is there and the manufacturers are more than 
willing to fill that demand.  Maybe is it only for bragging 
rights, but at least in the near future horsepower is back 
and it is a good thing.
 
Tom Fielitz Image from www.autotribute.com
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Grand Sport, LLC   21620 Melrose Avenue  Southfield, MI  48075  Phone 248.304.9091 • Fax 248.304.9092
www.grandsport-michigan.com

Selling and Servicing Porsche Automobiles

David Laing loves Porsches like you do – and knows them 
like no one else. Whether you seek performance upgrades, 
repairs, or routine maintenance, David will provide your 
Porsche with unmatched service and care at our state-

of-the-art Grand Sport facility in Southfield. So stop by 
today for a free tour of Grand Sport and see why so many 
owners of new and vintage Porsches trust only David 
Laing with the care of their vehicle.

Premier Porsche technician David Laing. Only at Grand Sport in Southfield.

Your Porsche has given you its best.
Now it’s time to return the favor.
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Managing The Rude Lane
Story by RSR Member Jeremy Goddard photos by Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear

When approaching a two-into-one merge, my late mother-
in-law* was fiercer than a trucker in defending her position 
against a usurper slicing up the empty lane after she had 
taken the polite and pre-emptive measure of moving into 
the correct lane for the next road section.  She reckoned 
that since she had taken the proper action well in advance, 
no one should take any advantage of her open-hearted and 
generous foresight.  It’s clear that many truckers feel the 
same way with their aggressive blockings, and the whole 
business of merging traffic does seem to engender gobs of 
road rage. 

 A second negative effect of the emotional, brake-stab-
bing confusion is that the merge process itself now leads to 
a general freeze-up of the traffic-flow behind.  How many 
times have you putzed along for several minutes approach-
ing a merge only to find that, after the merge itself, the 
traffic accelerates immediately back up to the local speed 
limit?
 In Germany and Switzerland, a relevant law states that 
traffic should use both lanes up to the merge itself, and 
then to alternate lane entries.  Signage at merges serves 
as a reminder.  While there will still be a traffic bunching 
as speeds slow from, say, 120 kph to the 80 kph of the 
new single lane, the road-raged, uncooperative element 
is removed and the flow into the constriction is much 
smoother.
 Wouldn’t such a formal understanding among American 
drivers help avoid so much stress for people trying to do 
the right thing and then feeling penalized for it? 
 Let’s write another letter to our friendly government 
officials to get the “use both lanes, then alternate your 
merge” rule into the road-regulations lexicon?  It would 

take the teeth out of a common source of conflict, and I 
know my mother-in-law would have found it much more 
fair.   

* She died in bed, not of a road-rage-induced heart attack 
(although Nuvolari once suggested that beds appear to be 
much more dangerous places than his racing cars since it is 
in bed where most people die…).
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We want to make you aware of the dates so you can start planning:

August 21 at Waterford Hills•  for our regular Drivers’ Education.
September 25 at Waterford Hills•  for our regular Drivers’ Education.

We are hoping to add some additional things to our August and September events to 
make them even more interesting and fun.  Stay tuned for more information as things 
develop.

More information is available at the RSR website (http://rsp.pca.org)
Registration is open at Clubregistration.net

See you at the track!
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on for the strut tower in my 911.
 The last part of the experiment was to find a track day 
(a beautiful 3 day weekend at Grattan seemed perfect) and 
a willing accomplice with a decent poker face (Mike O’Rear 
was a perfect fit and - as always - happy to help).  For 3 
sessions, Mike worked on connecting, disconnecting, or 
just appearing to work, but not actually changing anything 
on the strut tower brace.  Mike then closed the hood and 
kept mum about any changes that might have occurred.  
After all 3 sessions were done, I failed to notice any differ-
ence whatsoever.  After I admitted to being clueless, Mike 
let me know which sessions had the brace connected.  I 
take lap data with a DL-1, and while my lap times lack the 
consistency necessary to make any judgments to the last 
0.5 seconds, my fastest lap time happened to be with the 
bar disconnected.
 So the conclusion to the original question – does a 
torsion bar 911 need a strut tower brace – has to be an-
swered in the negative.   
 It is of course possible to use the strut tower brace to 
pull the strut towers closer together, adding up to 0.2 de-
grees of negative camber to the front wheels… and in a car 
that is negative camber challenged, that alone might prove 
worthwhile.

(Strut Brace -- from Page 11)
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275 5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm

www.automarkcollision.com

AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car. 

Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other 

cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you. 

Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely 

turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.

When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,

bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –

and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,

cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return 

your vehicle to factory specifications.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
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Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes

Tuesday,  July 10, 2012

Rick Mammel:  President........................................Present
Tim Pott:  Vice President .........................................Absent
Tom Bloom .............................................................Present
Jim Christopher, Past President, Goody Store 
& Advertising ...........................................................Absent
Dave Cooper (Events Chair) .....................................Absent 

Jim Dowty (Insurance Chair) ...................................Present
Jack Dunlap..............................................................Absent
Christian Maloof (Track Chair) .................................Absent
Ron Pruette.............................................................Present
Al Wright.................................................................Present

Members & Visitor Present:  Tom Bliznik,, Vigen Darian, 
David Finch, Ted Francis, Jeremy Goddard, Michael 
Goebelbecker,  Matt Huber, Mary Ann and Dan Kantrow, 
Michael Kimber, John Kytasty, James Lang, Burghard Linn 
(Treasurer), Mike O’Rear (Editor), Gary Stellmach, Jim 
Thornton and Beth Trollman.

Call to Order:  Rick Mammel called the meeting to order at 
7:19PM at Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth, MI.

Meeting Minutes:  The June meeting minutes were 
reviewed.  Approval deferred.

Treasurer’s Report:  Burghard Linn reviewed the June 2012 
Financial Report.  Approval deferred.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any 
RSR Club member.  E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn 
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).

Insurance Report:  Jim Dowty reported that certificates are 
ready for Rolling Sculpture, Waterford DE, MIS and Metal 
Shaping events.

Advertising Report:  Jim Christopher was absent. No 
report. Some advertisers still need to pay their bill.  Rick is 
also looking for new advertisers.

Membership:  Glenn Trapp was absent. Rick reported that 
we have 229 members.  Two new members have joined.

Track Report:  Waterford lunches are still an issue.  Tom 
Krueger will add a lunch menu pick to the registration site.  
Rick is working with Waterford to provide better menu 
items.  Michael Kimber will research Waterford’s claim that 
no outside caterers are allowed by law.
.
Newsletter:  Newsletter deadline is July 22.  The current 
issue will go into the mail today.  Mike discussed a 

possible change to a larger format.  It would help with 
advertising and provide more room for more content.  He is 
researching if the postage would change.  The printer costs 
would increase but he is working with the printer to differ 
the cost.

Website:  Emmanuel Garcia was absent. Rick reported that 
the website is up to date.  

Events Committee:  Rick reported for Dave Cooper.
• July 13: Rolling Sculpture Car Show – Tim Pott and Jim 

Dowty. 
• July 14:  Automobile Metal Shaping Tour  - Rick Mammel
• August 4: Dave and Norah Cooper to host MIS and Irish 

Hills Lake Tour
• August 17:  Dream Cruise at Fox Hills hosted by Rick 

Mammel
• August 28 – Jim Dowty/Figure 8 Derby
• October 13: Fall Color Tour hosted by Stewart and Sally 

Free

New Business:
• Holiday Party:  Diane Kimber and Linda Mammel plan 

to host the event at St. John’s on December 8.  In order 
to reserve the room the board must approve the funds. 
Rick will send an email to the board to approve a motion 
for funds to reserve the room.

• Charity Event:   Ron Pruette discussed a charity event to 
support COTS (Committee for Temporary Shelter) the 
Tuesday or Thursday before the dream cruise.

Motion:  Meeting adjourned: 8:56p.m.  Minutes taken by:  
Mary Ann Kantrow
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the brake dust was thick and hard inside the wheel.

Following the directions that came with the cleaner I 
rinsed the wheels first with water. Once done, I sprayed the 
cleaner directly onto the wet wheel.  It was at this point 
that I noticed the first difference with the Griot’s product. 
Not only was it going on thick and sticking to the wheel 
(see picture above), it didn’t smell caustic (a lot of other 
cleaners we’ve tried make it hard to breathe just being in 
their presence); this was a very pleasant surprise.

After letting the cleaner sit for about three (3) minutes you 
could notice the cleaner changing to a pinkish/red hue. 
This color change lets you know the product is working and 
in fact, at this point, a considerable amount of brake dust 
was already washing away of its own accord. I would think, 
that for wheels with light brake dust, you could simply rinse 
them at this point with a high power spray and most of it 
would come off. However, Griot’s doesn’t recommend that 
and our wheels had heavy, heavy dirt/dust so we needed 
to scrub a bit with a brush (you can use a rag if you like, but 
a simple, inexpensive wheel scrubber brush makes the job 
much easier, especially in those hard to reach places).

I spent less than one minute on each wheel (not includ-
ing elapsed time as the product works) between wetting, 
applying and scrubbing.  The end result was one of the 
cleanest wheels I’ve had in a while.  There are other wheel 
cleaners out there that work in a similar fashion to the 
Griot’s formula, but most are corrosive and caustic with a 
higher price point: Griot’s product is only $16.95 for a 35 
ounce bottle and $49.99 for a whole gallon of the stuff.

With these results, it’s pretty simple to recommend Griot’s 
Garage Heavy Duty Wheel Cleaner.  You can purchase on 
Amazon. Remember, and this is my only complaint, if you 
buy the 35oz bottle, it doesn’t come with the sprayer.  
You’ll need to buy that separately. However, the sprayer is 
cheap, durable and reusable (or, simply use one you have 
lying around from another product.  Just be sure to rinse it 
thoroughly first).

(Wheel Cleaning-- from Page 15)
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CARS FOR SALE  

2001 911 Carrera Cabriolet:  midnight blue metallic exte-
rior, metropol blue top and leather seats, Tiptronic, remov-
able hardtop, under 30,000 miles, indoor winter storage, 
beautiful condition. $ 34,000. John Hanson:  248-701-8608, 
Grand Rapids, MI. (07/12)

1987 911 Targa:  Black on Black.  G50, 5spd, Fuchs, 70,500 
original miles.  Serviced 
by Munk’s.  Power seats, 
windows, door locks, very 
good tires and breaks.  
A/C, AM/FM, mp3 radio.  A 
clean, strong runner.  Not 
a garage queen!  Includes 
full car cover, Targa open-
ing fabric cover, various Porsche books and complete set of 
Up-Fixin’ der Porsche.  $17,500 obo.  Contact Bob Peckham 
at bobpeckham@msn.com, or 248-730-3444  (07/12)

OTHER ITEMS

Longacre HOTLAP In Car Timer, with infrared receiver: $85, 
Andy 734-718-6432, or aos@wowway.com. 06/12

944T DE and Racing  Upgrade Parts.  Recaro Seats,  
944  seat mounts,  5-way  belts,  roll bar, Big Red front 
calipers, and rotors  with mounts and proportioning valve.  
Innovative  wide-band  O2  sensor and guage,  data logger,  
two gauge,  A-post  pod.   Stephen Howorth at  sjhoworth 
@cogeco.ca  519-996-8708  (03/12)

Cool Shirt System:  I have several complete cooler set-
ups made up from Medical equipment to run a cool shirt 
system.  Comes with cooler, 12v pump, lines and fittings. 
As compact and neat as original system.  All you need 
to supply is cool shirt and brackets to install in car.  $110 
complete [without shirt]  Jack Dunlap  810-923-0148 
(01/12)

SPECIALTY CAR STORAGE: INSIDE CLIMATE CONTROLLED.
Ann Arbor near the Ann Arbor Motor Mall, secure, clean, 
easy access, including air conditioning and heating, $100.00 
per month.  Please contact Ed Goldman at 
517-927-1456 (cell) or goldmaned@gmail.com (08/11)

STORAGE FOR RENT:  Heated, secured museum-like ga-
rage.  $100.00/month  Call Clem at (810) 636-2840. (09/11)

Remember,

The Bahn Stormer comes to you 
through the support of of our ad-
vertisers.

Patronize them and tell them, 
“Thanks for supporting the Rally 
Sport Region”

C L A S S I F I E D  A D S

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please 
contact Mike O’Rear at  morear734@gmail.com (Put 
“Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line).  Non-mem-
bers will be charged $5.00/quarter.  Ads more than 
six months old may be removed unless resubmitted.

WANTED??  Looking for anything 
Porsche-ish.  

Submit a “wanted ad” for the next 
issue.
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Porsche recommends

Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(248) 471-0800
www.farmington-hills.
porschedealer.com

©2011 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. Optional equipment shown is extra.  *To qualified customers through
Porsche Financial Services. See your participating authorized Porsche dealer for details.

There's a reason it's called a new beginning.

Ultra-low-mileage lease options now available.*


